146	EXAMINATIONS IN ENGLISH
Prima facie, the first two abilities require an oral test
We will begin by confining ourselves to (3) and (4).
Ability to read with understanding emphatically does
not r^ean ability to reproduce the memorized summaries
or explanations of matter previously studied.
-Our aim in teaching is to train the pupil to read with
•understanding matter written in English that he meets
in ordinary life, as he meets it. l Can he read English
intelligently ? ' is the important question. And * How
far can he do so ?', not ' Has he memorized what the
teacher has put before him, specially prepared before-
hand ?' To test the memory of particular passages is
off the point. Hence the examination must not be of
particular matter specially studied beforehand, because
in that case we cannot distinguish between the know-
ledge associated with that particular matter learnt and
general ability to understand fresh matter. And no
amount of ingenuity—short of deserting the specially
studied matter altogether—can deliver us from the
dilemma. The test for intelligent reading miist studiously
avoid set books.
Reading with Comprehension
So much for a negative condition. Now for a positive.
The purpose of the test is to measure the candidate's
reading ability in English. In order to arrive at a
measurement, the ideal method is to set before him
unseen passages of graded difficulty to measure by. To
measure a boy's capacity in jumping, we discover the
greatest height or length that he can jump. In testing
his ability in reading English we similarly want to know
what is the most difficult passage he can successfully
interpret. But we want to know more than this, for
within a limited circle of vocabulary there are different
regions where he should be at home. Our tests must,
therefore, also be of his capacity to interpret passages
written in somewhat different vocabularies of common
English.
To fulfil both purposes three grades of difficulty are
enough, to include both a passing standard at one encT
and a merit standard at the other, remembering also that
quality shows in the answer on each of the" passages,

